


 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction

Thank you for choosing our vehicle.

Before driving, please read this manual to know your 
vehicle well. It will help you to obtain the maximum 
pleasure from your vehicle and decrease drive failures. 
You should always keep them in the vehicle and pass them 
on to the new owner if you sell the vehicle.

Our electric scooters represent an energy-efficient and 
and eco-friendly alternative for people who need to  
get around the city. 

before operating your new scooter. As the operator, 
you are solely responsible for the manner in which you 

responsible for any damage or personal injury incurred  

SM SPORT

operate and maintain your scooter.Scooters And More is not

through improper or unsafe usage of the SM Sport mobility
Scooter.

Please be sure to take time reading this manual thoroughly    

Owner's manual
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Safety

When operating the SM SPORT please make sure you adhere the following: 

Always check your mirrors and blind spots when operating the vehicle.

Obey all laws of the road.

Turn on headlights when in need of additional visibility.

Periodically charge the unit when not in use for long periods of time

Make sure that your battery power is sufficient before you go out to ride

If you bring your charger avoid shaking / rattling charger while riding

Do not over charge the battery by leaving the charger in the charging port.

Once the battery is fully charged remove the charger immediately.

Do not let anyone under the age of 16 years old operate this vehicle.

Do not try to operate the unit while charging.

Do not operate under the influence of any use of drugs or alcohol

Do not operate in harsh weather conditions.

Do not make sharp / abrupt turns at high speeds to avoid tipping.

Do not operate this unit with additional passengers.

Do not completely submerge the unit in water
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■ This signal note the best way to use your vehicle. 

 

   This signal with warning information, please read it 
carefully to avoid damaging vehicle and for your and your 
family safety. 

 

   This signal is safety warning, means “can not”, “can not 
do that...” or “can not make”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Important note
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                      Technical Specifications
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一  ：  Normal temperature 

O :     Stop 

二 ：  Warm wind 

High beam & low beam 
switch 

Turn signal light and hazard light 

Horn 

Front reverse switch 

Wiper switch Headlight switch 

Horn Three-speed 
shift switch 

Parking switch 
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MP3/MP4&Radio .  Bluetooth password : 0000 

VIN Number 

Battery 

Speed 

Range 
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NOTE 

   

those risks. The manufacturer, distributor, and seller will assume 
no liability for misuse or operator negligence. Thus, you need to 
know and practice the rules of safe and responsible riding. 

 

The Basics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Like any sport, bicycling involves the risks of injury and damage. 
By choosing to ride this vehicule, you assume the responsibility for 

▪ Always conduct a safety check before you ride this vehicule

▪ Always wear shoes that will stay on your feet and will grip the 

pedals. Never ride barefoot or wearing sandals.

everything from your spokes to your pedals. Most vulnerable to 

jumping-related damages is your front fork. Riders who insist on 

▪BK ZNUXU[MNR_ LGSOROGX ]OZN ZNK IUTZXURY UL ZNOY vKNOI[RK.

▪DUT’Z j[SV ]OZN _U[X vKNOI[RK.IZ V[ZY OTIXKJOHRK YZXKYY UT

jumping their vehicule risk serious damage as well as to themselves.

           General Instructions Before Riding
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1. Inspection 
 

    

  

  

to service center to inspect and replenish brake fluid.  

  

in mouth by accident, seek medical advice immediately! 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) Brake liquid

Timely check the brake fluid level between the highest mark(MAX) 
and the lowest mark( MIN). If you need to replenish liquid, only 
can use DOT4 synthetic brake fluid.

Note: The brake fluid will absorb moisture. Therefore, if the 
vehicle is used in the humidity higher area most of the time, brake 
fluid replacement frequency should be faster than usual, please go 

Brake fluid is harmful to the human body and is corrosive, if 
accidental contact, please wash related body parts with cleaning 
water and neutral soap immediately, and repeatedly wash. If put 

                      Clean and Maintenance
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Charging your SM SPORT

In the rear storage area behind the driving seat you will  nd a charging port

 where you plug in your SM SPORT to charge. Plug the charger.

Once it is finished charging unplug the charger and you are ready to go.

On your charger you will find an LED light.

If it is fully charged or not plugged into the machine it will glow green.

If it is charging this light will turn red.

**DO NOT leave the charger pluggedin for extensive periods of time.**

**Once the charger is finished charging unplug it as soon as possible**
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Features

The SM SPORT comes with a built in rear view camera.

This camera only activates when the unit is put into reverse.

There are green yellow and red lines to help gauge how close you are

to whatever is behind you. When the object is in the red area be very

careful as you may bump or scratch your machine.

**ALWAYS check your surroundings while using your back up camera**
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Important Note
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         Troubleshooting Chart 

Phenomenon Cause Resolution 

Speed out of 
control 

1. Low battery voltage 
2. A wire from the throttle is 

loose or disconnected 
3. A spring,magnet,or sensor in 

the throttle is locked or loose 

1. Charge the battery 
2. Solder or re-crimp 
3. Replace throttle 

Connect the 
power,but the 
motor doesn’t 
work 

1. A battery wire is loose 
2. Apparent ”dead battery” 
3. A wire in the throttle is loose 

or disconnected 
4. A brake sensor is defective 

 
 

1. Reconnect 
2. Solder or re-crimp 
3. Replace brake handle 

sensor 

Mileage per 
charge is not as 
expected 

1. Not enough air pressure in 
tires 

2. Not enough battery power or 
a loose connection 

3. The battery is damaged 
4. Frequent braking and 

acceleration, driving into 
wind, with cargo, or up hill 

1. Pump up the tires 
2. Charge the battery 

check connections 
3. Replace battery 
4. Use pedals to give the 

tricycle additional 
power 

 

 
Many of the parts in this product are not user-serviceable and should

be repaired by trained professionals.This is especially true of the  

electrical systems and the mechanical components. Alteration of these

components voids the warranty.

Before Riding

We recommend performing the 60 second check on your electric vehicle.

Troubleshooting checklist

If you are having trouble operating your scooter, please check the following:

- The unit is switched on

- All plugs and connectors are firmly fixed

- Battery is fully charged

- Parking break is off
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Orlando, Florida, USA 32810

Phone: (855)-999-4777
www.scooterandmore.ca




